
Imagine woodworking without any 
figured woods: no bird’s-eye maple, 
no crotch mahogany, no walnut burl, 
no curly cherry—just foot after board 
foot of straight-grained, uniform 
wood. sure, life would be easier: 

straight-grained wood dries predictably, works 
easily, and can be used to make solid-wood 
furniture. On the other hand, burl or crotch 
wood can crack or warp on drying; solid 
pieces may be impossible to work with; and 
just try planing that board of bird’s-eye maple. 
But like moths to the flame, woodworkers are 
drawn to highly figured wood by its unique 

beauty and even the 
challenges it presents.

We all know figure 
when we see it, but 
how is it defined 
scientifically? What 
causes one maple 
tree to have uniform 
grain and its neighbor 
to have the wildest 

fiddleback pattern? Not all the causes of exotic 
figure are known, but I’ll describe some 
theories, give a glossary of the many names 
for wood figure, and offer a few tips for 
working these difficult but beautiful woods.

The greater the stress, the better the fi gure
“Figure” is a deviation from normal straight-
cell orientation. this deviation can be quite 
organized, as in fiddleback or blister, or it can 
be random, as in bird’s eye or burl. While 
the individual cells are too small to see, we 
read the figure by a change in luster, and 
sometimes in cell color.

the causes of figure are much debated, 
but stress seems to be a factor, whether it 
comes from climate, insect or fungus attack, 

Understanding � gure in wood

CROTCH WOOD

The juncture between two major limbs produces 
this distinctive figure. As each branch adds 
its annual cylinder of growth, the cylinders 
impinge on each other in the crotch, creating 
chaotic growth patterns. However, too sharp an 
angle entraps the bark and compromises the 
appearance and workability (old-time lumber men 
said that for optimal figure a person must be able 
to sit in the crotch like a saddle). Crotch wood is 
available as both veneer and solid wood.

RAY FLECK

Also known as flake, this figure is not actually a 
deviation from normal growth, but is the result 
of cutting wood on the radial plane to expose 
the medullary rays that run horizontally from 
the center to the outer edge. Normally too small 
to be noticed, in some species the rays are 
so pronounced they become a visual feature. 
Quartersawn white oak is the most well-known 
example. Sycamore also has abundant rays, but 
lacewood (left) is the exotic champion.

SPALTING

The distinctive dark brown and black lines of 
spalted wood are unlike any other figure type. 
Representing the boundaries of different colonies 
of fungi, spalting shows up best in light-colored 
woods such as maple and birch. Because 
this is a decay process, spalted wood may be 
compromised in strength, and for this reason 
is rarely available as veneer. But when the 
decay is stopped soon enough, the solid wood 
is quite usable. 

STUMP OR BUTT

As the base of a tree transitions from typical 
vertical wood cells to root cells, it widens and 
abruptly branches in all directions, causing 
pressure ridges and convoluted growth. Angel 
Step is a stump-wood figure type that looks like 
lustrous stairs, and is found most frequently in 
walnut, ash, and maple. Because of its location, 
stump wood comes in limited sizes. This is not a 
problem for gun stocks, where stump figure and 
luster are much prized.

Figure found in normal growth
HOW IT HAPPENS, WHAT TO 
CALL IT, AND HOW TO WORK IT
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or physical damage. Bigleaf maple trees 
that lean tend to produce both blister 
and quilt figure; the northern range of 
the sugar maple produces far more bird’s 
eye than warmer regions; burl is likely 
started by a dormant bud that divides 
and subdivides profusely. 

some types of figure begin more 
easily than others. Development of a 
corrugated or washboard pattern is 
common in large trees. It is normally 
found in the radial or quartersawn plane 
and produces the pattern known as 
fiddleback. When this undulant growth 
occurs on the tangential or flatsawn 
plane, the result is a trunk that looks like 
a corrugated drainage pipe. this curly 
figure, frequently found in birch, gives 
luster of varying beauty, but the variation 
in vessel openings can result in a blotchy 
look when stained.

While figure may begin development 
in young trees, it tends to become 
more intense as the tree grows. this 
is probably due to increased crowding 
of newly divided cells in the cambium 
(the thin layer between the bark and 
the wood). the cells enlarge first by 
elongation. If there isn’t room to squeeze 
between adjacent cells, their only option 
is to bulge outward. some species 
(maple, sapele) tend to exhibit more 
figure than others, which may be due to 
cell shape and thickness, as well as the 
vigor of the cell-division process.

Because of figured wood’s scarcity and 
value, it is often easiest to find by mail 
order. But first you must understand the 
terminology. Fiddleback, curly, tiger, 
pommele, blister—the variety of names 
is almost as broad as the types of figure, 
and in truth the labels given are inexact. 
I hope the brief guide to wood figure in 
this article will encourage you to go out 
and try some of these exotics in your 
next project.

How to work fi gured wood
Part of the higher price you pay for 
figured wood is the greater difficulty 
working with it. However, there are tricks 
worth learning. 

Planing bird’s eye, either by hand or 
machine, often pulls out the eyes. A 

Although not all the reasons are known, stress and disease seem to play 
a role in creating the best figure in trees.

Figure caused by abnormal growth

BURL

The most difficult and beautiful of veneers, burl is the wood 
of kings and sultans. Starting from dormant buds, burls may 
be individual (and quite large) wartlike growths on trees, 
normally toward the bottom. Or there may be a number of 
smaller burls among normal straight-wood growth, a type 
known as cluster burl. 
   Burl occurs in many woods but is harvested 
commercially in relatively few, among them ash, maple, 
myrtle, and redwood. Most walnut burl comes from 
California orchards, where English walnut stems (for nut 

production) are 
grafted to black 
walnut or California 
walnut rootstock. The 
irritation caused at 
the graft line frequently 
causes large (up to 6 ft. dia.) 
and highly prized burl.
   Because of the great complexity 
of grain direction, burl is difficult to use as lumber, 
though careful drying may give marvelous blanks for 
turning. Burl is rotary-cut as veneer.

BLISTER/QUILT 

This figure consists of a series of forms, often 
varying in size, that visually resemble three-
dimensional domes. Found most frequently in 
bigleaf maple, blister is usually round or oval. If 
the ovals are elongated, the figure may be referred 
to as cigar, while a rectangular shape is called 
quilted. If this type of wood is book-matched (left), 
one side will look concave, and the matching side 
will look convex. 

BIRD’S EYE

This unique figure is caused by a series of 
depressions in the cambium as new wood is 
added each year. Though it occurs in many 
species, bird’s eye is best known in sugar maple. 
The eyes radiate out from the center, so plainsawn 
lumber gives the roundest eyes, and wide boards 
may display oval eyes at the edges. 
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Curly is a generic term that refers to 
undulant or wavy growth patterns. 
These range from modest irreg ular 
waves (top) to full-blown fiddleback 
(bottom). The latter is named for its 
use in stringed musical instruments 
from the mid-16th century onward. 
A favorite of woodworkers, this 
intense figure consists of regularly 
spaced light and dark bands that 
look like hills and valleys. Where 
curly might be measured in rows per 
foot, fiddle back is measured in rows 
per inch. It occurs in many types 
of maple, and I’ve seen especially 
stunning examples from redwood, 
makore, and anigre.
   The term tiger was once used 
to describe vigorously curly figure 
(center) in soft maple. It has been 
extended to include figure in soft and 
hard maple that is better than curly 
but not quite fiddleback.

CURLY/TIGER/FIDDLEBACK

Found in tropical woods, mottle is ribbon-striped wood with the addition of tangential curly 
figure. The mottling may be fine and tight, as in razor mottle, or large and regular, as in this 
block mottle bubinga (above left). An inconsistent pattern is called broken mottle. 
   A very tight mottle that looks like an insect’s wing under a magnifying glass is known as 
bee’s wing. The most sought-after, expensive examples come from Ceylonese satinwood, 
but bee’s wing also occurs in andiroba, eucalyptus (above right), mahogany, and narra.

POMMELE/PLUM PUDDING

One of the most distinctive figure types, 
pommele has the appearance of rain on 
the surface of water. The many rounded 
forms, often of surprising density, produce 
a luxurious figure. Pommele finds frequent 
use in high-end furniture and yachts, and 
comes from the largest of tropical trees 
including bubinga, sapele, and makore. 
   Mahogany occasionally develops a 
distinctive variant of pommele known as 
plum pudding. Popular in Chippendale 
period pieces, the plum-size rounded 
shapes sometimes feature color variations 
in the plums.

RIBBON-STRIPE

While we think of trees as growing straight, 
almost all trees grow with a slight twist, 
normally counterclockwise. Many tropical 
trees develop a significant twist for several 
years and then reverse to grow in the 
opposite direction. After many direction 
changes over the years, the entire trunk has 
interlocking grain, which when quartersawn 
reveals a ribbon-stripe light-dark pattern 
caused by light refracting from the 
differently angled cells. The closer the cut is 
to true radial, the tighter the spacing. Stripes 
as tight as ¼   in. apart are described as 
pencil stripe.

MOTTLED/BEE’S WING
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better method is to sand the wood, 
if necessary renting the use of a 
wide-belt sander at a commercial 
furniture shop.

When thicknessing any curly 
wood with a power planer, you 
can reduce tearout by wetting the 
surface and waiting a few minutes. 
this causes the fibers to swell, 
raising the short fibers so that they 
can be cut cleanly. 

Another way to get clean cuts 
is to angle the board through the 
planer so that the knives will shear 
shavings on the bias rather than 
make chopping cuts along the grain.

the narrow bands of grain 
running in opposite directions in 
ribbon-stripe boards make hand-
planing problematic, but closing 
down the mouth of the plane 
reduces tearout. Alternatively, use a 
scraper plane or a cabinet scraper 
to tame this wild grain. •

Working figured wood

By machine. You can 
rent time on a wide-belt 
sander at a commercial 
lumber shop to thick-
ness figured boards 
(above). Dampen and 
angle curly boards 
before power-planing 
them (right).

By hand. The high cutting angle of 
a cabinet scraper works well when 
smoothing curly boards that bench 
planes tear out.
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